Studies of DNA dumbbells. I. Melting curves of 17 DNA dumbbells with different duplex stem sequences linked by T4 endloops: evaluation of the nearest-neighbor stacking interactions in DNA.
Seventeen DNA dumbbells were constructed that have duplex sequences ranging in length from 14 to 18 base pairs linked on the ends by T4 single-strand loops. Fifteen of the molecules have the core duplexes with the sequences 5'G-T-A-T-C-C-(W-X-Y-Z)-G-G-A-T-A-C3', where (W-X-Y-Z) represents a unique combination of A.T, T.A, G.C, and C.G base pairs. The remaining two molecules have the central sequence (W-X-Y-Z) = A-C and A-C-A-C-A-C. These duplex sequences were designed such that the central sequences include different combinations of the 10 possible nearest-neighbor (n-n) stacks in DNA. In this sense the set of molecules is complete and serves as a model system for evaluating sequence-dependent local stability of DNA. Optical melting curves of the samples were collected in 25, 55, 85, and 115 mM [Na+], and showed, regardless of solvent ionic strength, that the transition temperatures of the dumbbells vary by as much as 14 degrees for different molecules of the set. Results of melting experiments analyzed in terms of a n-n sequence-dependent model allowed evaluation of nine independent linear combinations of the n-n stacking interactions in DNA as a function of solvent ionic strength. Although there are in principle 10 possible different n-n interactions in DNA, these 10 are not linearly independent and therefore can not be uniquely determined. For molecules with ends, there are 9 linearly independent combinations, as opposed to circular or semiinfinite repeating copolymers where only 8 linear combinations of the 10 possible n-n interactions are linearly independent. The n-n interactions are presented as combinations of the deviations from average stacking for the 5'-3' base-pair doublets, delta Gi, and reveal several interesting features: (1) Titratable changes in the values of delta Gi with changing salt environment are observed. In all salts the most stable unique combination is delta G4 = (delta GGpC+delta GCpG)/2, and the least stable is the GpG/CpC stack, delta G2 = delta GGpG/CpC. (2) The chi 2 values of the fits of the evaluated delta Gi's to experimental data increased with decreasing [Na+], suggesting that significant interactions beyond nearest neighbors become more pronounced, particularly at 25 nM Na+.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)